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J. Phys: Condens. Matter 4 (1992) 4063-4073. printed in the UIC 
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Ahs(mn ?he centre FiOd]-, formed by x-inadiation at 77 K in ~ t u r a U y  mcuning 
aystaUie rase quartz, has been studied by single-cr)rrtal d e a m n  pramagnetio m n a n c e  
(WR) spectroscopy. Here h e  central 3d1Tist ion enisfs within a slightly distorred aygen 
tetrahedron. The hypeldne matrix of lhe low-abundance isotope % was measured at 
8 K and lhe g matrix was measured at several temperatures from 30 K down to 4 K. The 
ana@& of the spin-population distribution within Ule rentre showed that the unpaired 
spin b a h "  entirely in the li 3d orbital 13x2 - 9). Ertimates of the spin4attice 
relaxation time TI and of the EPR linewidth in the temperature range 4-30 K were also 
obtained. TI decreases exponentially with mueasing temperature, presumably wing lo 
phonon mupling 10 the low-lying acited state (zy) which b 81 meV (65 an-') above 
the ground state, via an Orbach p r o m s  At temperatures above approximately U & the 
abnormally large FPR linewidth is predominantly caused lifetime broadening through 
TI. ?he near degeneracy of 13rZ - 9) and I z g )  indicate that p'iO,]- has almost 
tetrahedral Symmetry. 

1. Introduction 

The study of point defects in crystalline quartz using electron paramagnetic resonance 
(EPR) spectroscopy has been reviewed (Weir 1984). Certain ions, including AI3+ 
and Ti4+, are thought to substitute for Si4+. The type of paramagnetic species 
generated after x-irradiation of quam depends on the temperature of irradiation and 
subsequent treatment. X-irradiation at or below about 77 K removes electrons from 
donor centres, e.g. 

[AIO,/M]" 9 [.40,/wt +e- 

(where M = H, E, Na, etc). The electrons thus liberated transfer to acceptor centres. 
In the present work we deal with the centre [TiO,J- generated from the acceptor 
centre [TiO,]'. The anionic species is a rare example of a (nearly) tetrahedral species 
containing a 36' ion (Isoya and Weil 1979). It is unstable above 100 K, acting as an 
acceptor for an ion M+. It exhibits a relatively large EPR linewidth (about 0.3 mT 
at 25 K) for a defect centre in quartz; the origin of the broadening was not clear. 
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Until now only the m a t h  g of this centre had been measured, at 25 IG and only 
a few 4T,49Ti hyperfine signals at certain angles had been observed, which did not 
allow even an approximate fitting of the titanium hyperfine matrices (Isoya and Weil 
1979). A better understanding of ViOJ compared with the weUanalysed charge- 
compensated viO,/hllo centres seemed desirable and led us to carry out further 
studies, reported herein. 

2. Qerimental  details 

The same crystal reference-axis system is employed herein as in previous publications 
(Nuttall and Weil 1981, Mombourquette el d 1986). The Cartesian axes 2, y and x 
where z E a l ,  z e and y z c3 z, will be used in this discussion. The orientation 
of the static magnetic field B relative to the crystal threefold axis c, and to the axis 
o1 (crystal twofold axes ai I c , i  = 1,2,3) is given by polar angle 0 =< (c,B),  
and azimuthal angle 4 =< ( a l ,  c c3 B c3 c). Fbr our purposes (0, 4) is equivalent to 
(?r - 0 , ~  + 4). In our work, the crystal rotation was approximately about one twofold 
axis, defined to be al (figure 1). 

Figore 1. The X04 tetrahedron in crystalline quartz for Ihe uncompensated pior]- 
oentrt, with the unpaired-eleclron TI M crbital Shawn on the kfL The larger open 
circles represent lhc q g e n  ions The mordinale splem is described in h e  text. 

In pure aquartz, each silicon ion is located (time average) on a twofold axis in 
a slightly distorted tetrahedral environment. There are two different bond lengths 
from oxygen ions to the central silicon (or defect) ion. The proper rotation group 
of q u a r t z ,  which controls the magnetic symmetry-related sites observable by EPR, 
is D, (see figure 1). Any defect centre of local symmetry C, is found in any one of 
six symmetry-related differently oriented sites (labelled 1, l', 2,2', 3 and 3') for this 
crystal symmetry (Wed 1984). The sites i and i' are interrelated by 180' "ion 
about ai. The six EPR spectra reduce to three when B I a, (since the spectra 
from the site pairs (1,1')(2,3') and (3,2') become superimposed), and to one when 
BIIc. Centres of C, symmetry display three distinct symmetry-related sites (1, 2, 3) 
at general orientations of B, two sites (1, with 2 and 3 spectra superimposed) when 
B I ol, and one site (1, 2, 3 superimposed) when Bile 

A sample (15 nun x 4.4 nun x 1.5 mm) of Brazilian rose quartz was wed in 
the present study. Ths sample was first thermally bleached at 650 K for 6 h before 
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transfer to the spectrometer. No EPR signals muld be detected down to 4 K At 77 K 
the aystal was then X-irradiated, using a Philips MCNlOl tube operating at 60 kV 
and 15 mA in &U, for 60 min with no warm-up during and after irradiation. 

The EPR spectra were taken using a custom-built mmputer-controlled EPR-ENDOR 
spectrometer (Sijthe 1989) capable of operation with sample temperatures between 
3.5 and 340 K (f0.5 K). The temperature is controlled using a carbon-glass resistor 
which is mounted into the body of the mld cavity. The quartz crystal was glued to 
the sample holder so that, within f 2 O ,  B I alllBl (cw, linearly polarized micmwave 
magnetic field) with aystal rotation (approximately) around the axis al. 

The main-line spect" of FiOJ at 30 K was measured first, at 5' intewals 
over a 180° rotation The computer program EPR.FOR was used to perform weighted 
non-linear least-squares fitting of the line positions to She angles 0 and 4, utilizing 
the WO4]- g matrix known at this temperature (Iwya and Weil 1979). The sample 
orientation obtained in this way was verified by recording the spectrum of the well- 
known [A104/Li]+ centre also present (Nuttall and Weil 1981). 

The program EPR.FOR was then used to petform weighted non-linear least-squares 
fitting of the 30 K spectral line-position data to parameter matrices, via exact numeri- 
cal diagonalizations of the spin-Hamiltonian matrix. Each peak was given a weighting 
factor, dependent on the certainly with which its position cnuld be measured, with a 
default weighting factor of 1. The program also yielded and utilized the deviation of 
the rotation axis from al. The actual axis was at 0 = 91.4', 4 = 359.7'. Subsequent 
crystal rotations about this axis yielded spin-Hamiltonian parameters at 8 and 4 K. 

3. Experimental results 

3.1. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters 

Parameter matrices were determined for the same spin-Hamiltonian. 

3c = P,S*(gi) . B t c [ S * ( A j  ) . Ij - PnIj*(gnj ) i  * B t Ij *(Pj ) i  . Ijl (1) 
j 

as described previously (Weil lW), where the index j runs over the nuclei with 
I > 0,  ie. 47949Ti. All parameter matrices in (1) were taken to be symmetric, with 
gnj taken to be isotropic in each case and will be given herein for site type i = 1. 

For (TiOJ at 30 K, the g-value at Bllc is 1.9832(1) and the linewidth from the 
main lines due to the spinless titanium isotopes is 0.3 m?: The line positions could 
be measured to an accuracy of f0.03 mT, which limits the accuracy of the g-matrix 
elements to f0.0002. The g matrices quoted in this work are those derived from 
fitting of the main-line positions, unless othelwise stated. The low-abundance stable 
isotopes of titanium with non-zero nuclear spin are 47Ti (I = 5;  g, = -0.31539; 
lelQ = 4.64 x C m2; natural abundance, 7.4%) and "Ti (I = 5; g,, = 
-0.315477; lelQ = 3.84 x C m2; natural abundance, 5.4%). The wlues 
of gn for the isotopes are so similar that the hyperline matrices cannot be obtained 
separately for ViOJ, because of its relatively large linewidth. Hence the EPR 
parameters for 49Ti only were calculated. The matrix A(47Ti) can be calculated 
from the relation A(47Ti) = 0.999 72A(49Ti). For [Ti04]- at 8 K ,  the g-value at 
Bllc is 1.9850(1) and the (calculated) 49Ti hyperline splitting is (x83(6) mT Figure 2 
shows an example of the EPR spectra obtainable. The Ti hyperfine lines are very 



weak (see figure q b ) )  in comparison with the central line. The hyperfine lines 
could not be measured withii approximately f15' of Bllc for any site, because of 
overlapping between lines "is resulted in relatively large uncertainties in the 49Ti 
matrix element P (table 2). Ihe spin-Hamiltonian parameters thus determined are 
collected in tables 1 and 2 

bl 

Qmre 2 EPR spectrum of pior]- at 
8 K U 2: 9.41 GHz, B = 108.42' and 
q5 = 91.30° showing: (U) lhe main lines 

; I 7 I L I I .I 1.1 . I . ,  .a., ., ., h o m  spinless titanium isotopg (signals due 
10 sites (2,2',  3.3') on left and si ts  (1,l') 

340 345 350 355 360 on right) and (b) lhe less intense signals due 
10 the 47#4eTi isotopes (3Ox a l e  of (a)). 

I I  I I  I I  1 1 2  1 ,  * I  , 1 

Magnetic Field (mT) 

3.2 Spin-lattice relaxation and EPR hewidth 
At very low temperatures the EPR lies are narrow and their shape is Lorenmian, 
indicating that they are homogeneously broadened. This is consistent with the failure 
to see any ENDOR lines of neighbouring atoms. (Note that the nearest-neighbour 
oxygen atoms are 99.99% 16,180, which have no nuclear moments.) (TiO,]- is thus 
an 'isolated' centre formed by replacement of Si4+ by Ti3+. At 4.4 K, for example, the 
peak-to-peak linewidth of the first derivative of the unsaturated EPR line 6 0.016 mT 
(site I; 0 = 352'). This linewidth corresponds to a transverse spin-spin relaxation 
time T2 of 5 x 10-'s. 

It was noted that in order m measure the unsaturated EPR lines the microwave 
power had to be very much attenuated at low temperatures. R r  example, at 6 K, 
saturation effects became apparent already b r  a microwave power incident on the 
cavity of 0.35 @W (the quality factor of the cylindrical cavity was about 7ooo in 
the 'IEo,,, moSe). Upon raising the temperature, the microwave power required to 
saturate the EPR line became larger and larger, following an exponential temperature 
dependence. In figure 3 the logarithm of the microwave power needed to observe 
incipient saturation effects is shown as a function of inverse temperature. f i r  each 
temperature the relative decrease in the EPR signal intensity from the h e a r  depen- 
dence on microwave power was taken to be the same. The unsaturated EPR signals 
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Tabk I. Spin-Hamiltonian parameler matm g lor pol]- at various temperatures, with 
statistid mur  s t imam.  The last Sgure in the g-lacton (gmatm) is uncertain U, 1 3  
units. 

Principal value Priocipal d i d i o n s  (deg) 

Matrix g gk eh 4 k  

30K 
1.9240 0 0 I 1.9909 19.71Q 90 

1.9391 aom z 1 . 9 ~ 9  sa 0 
1.9831 3 1 . 9 ~ 3  70.29~ no 

Number ai angles, 37; number of data points, 74; 
sum ol weighting parameters, 49.34, 
RMS) d magnetic-field line positions, 0.046 mT 

8 K  
1.9251 0 0 I 1.9932 19.95(4) 90 

1.9280 0.0235 2 1.9251 90 0 
1.9848 3 1.9195 70.05(4) 270 

Number ai angles, 37; number of data poinu, 74; 
sum 01 weighting parameten, 67.07; 
RMS) of magnetic-field line posilions, 0.049 mT 

4 K  
1.9240 0 0 I 1.9920 19.80(3) 89.9(1) 

1.9269 0.0?34 2 1.9240 90.10(2) 179.6(6) 
1.9836 3 1.9185 70.20(3) 2 6 9 5 0  

Number 01 angles. 28; number ai data piu&, 164; 
sum of weighting paramelen, 1’21.7; 
RMSD of magnetic-field tine positions 0.055 mT 

depend linearly on the microwave power. Since saturation is due to the longitudinal 
spin-lattice relaxation time 7‘’ as seen from the saturation factor raBfTITz in the 
Bloch equations (Pake and Estle 1973) the data shown in figure 3 indicate that T1 
follows an exponential temperaturedependence form 

with C = 97 f 2 K, which is equivalent to an activation energy of 65 an-’. An 
exponential temperature dependence of TI is characteristic of an Orbach process in 
which the ground-state &man levels are phonon coupled to an excited state of the 
defect (see, ag. Al’tshuler and Kosyrev 1974). Thus our saturation measurements 
disclose that [TiOJ has a low-lying excited state at 65 f 2 cm-’. We shall show 
below that this state is a low-lying Ti 3d orbital. 

Up to about 14 K the EPR liewidth is determined by Tz. Above approximately 
16-18 K the linewidth increases exponentially with increasing temperature with the 
same activation energy as found for the saturation behaviour (see full line in figure 4). 
Thus, at a sufficiently high temperature, the linewidth is determined by Tl. At higher 
temperatures the unusually large linewidth is caused by a lifetime broadening arising 
from the fast spin-lattice relaxation events due to the Orbach process. 

T;’ a exp(-C/T) (2) 

A Discussion 

The principal values q, yZ and Y3 of any 3 x 3 symmetric matrix Y can conveniently 
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lhbk 2. Spin-Hamiltonian pramcter matrices Y = A'('gTi) and P('8Ti) for FtO,]- 
a1 8 K, wilh statistical e m  atimate% ?be mu* g was kept mnstant at the value 
calculated at 8 K (table 1). Number ol angles, 32; number of data points, 249; sum 
ol mghting parametas, 189.6: RM9) ol magnetic-field line pmitions: with P included, 
OJIm m?: with P excluded, 0.077 m?: Matrix A'('"Xi) z 0.99972 A'('%). Matrix 
P(*'li) z 21Q(rrTi)/[10Q('9~)]pr(4s~). 

Principal value Principal direuions (deg) 

Mauix Y k yk ex +k 

W~th P mduded 

zioi(iij . 0 0 1 -0.127(40) 

P14%X"17 

1.819(9) -0.722(17) 2 2087(12) 
a14ipq 3 ZIOI(IZ) 

-0.os3(5) ' 0 0 I 0.083(5) 

O.oSZ(S) 3 -0.053(5) 

Wth P' excluded 

- o . o ~ ( q  aoio(s) z -0.oq4) 

n q 3 )  90 
69.6(3) no 

5C) 90 
k(2) no 

90 0 

90 0 

I 

0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 
l /T  

Fkum 3. Pmpnalure dependence of the saturation behaviour of Ihe EPR lines. The 
logarithm of the power needed for incipient saturation is plotted agalnv Ihe reciprocal 
temperature (sec tat) .  

be described by three components: the isotropic component a = (U, + Yz + Y3)/3, 
the uniaxial component b = ( v - a ) / 2 ,  where Y, is the value farthest bom a and the 
asymmetry parameter c = IYa - Y,1/2. When hyperfine matrices are given in units of 
milliteslas, they will be denoted herein by A'. For example A' = ( 103mT/T)A/gepe, 
where ge is the bee-electron g-value and p, is the Bohr magneton. 
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-2 

-3 

-4 
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0.04 0.08 0.12 am 0.20 
V T  

F@m 4 Einpcrature dependence of the EPR linewidth as a function d tempcmture. 
The logarithm d the pcak-to-peak Linewidth d the fimtderivative EPR line is plotted 
against the reipmcal temperature. 

4.1. Matrix g 

The matrix g measured at 30 K was found to exhibit only minor differences compared 
with the measurements made at 25 K previously (Isoya and Wed 1979). The isowpic 
component of g was found to be. 1.9458(2) at 30 K while at 4 K a value of 1.9448(2) 
was obtained. As noted previously (Isoya and Wed 1979), the principal gdirections 
are close to the directions bisecting the 04-0 angles in crystalline quartz, which are 
given respectively by 8, 4 = (16.1,90°), (90,O") and (73.7,270°) at about 290 IC 
The matrices g for 30, 8 and 4 K are given in table 1. 

4.2 Matrices A(4gTi)  and P("Ti) and excifed-states ana&& 

The titanium hyperfine lines were detected using €4.5 kHz modulation amplitude 
(about 0.3 mT) and a relatively high microwave p e r  (about 0.1 mW at 8 K). 
Thew conditions, chosen such that the line intensities wre large enough for precise 
determination of the field positions but low enough that line-broadening saturation 
effects only just started to appear (so that these did not affect the determination of 
the line positions). Parameter matrices were separately fitted to the hypenine line 
positions at 8, 15 and 30 K. Only minor changes in the matrices were found over this 
temperature range. Since the largest data set was available at 8 K, decreasing the 
statistical errors in the hyperfine and quadrupole matrices derived, only the 8 K data 
(table 2) will be considered. 

For PiOJ the principal (approximately uniaxial) direction with the largest prin- 
cipal value of the matrix A CSTi) was found to be perpendicular to the crystal twofold 
axis, as also k the case in the lithium and sodium charge-compensated centres (Isoya 
el al 1988, Bailey and Weil 1992). In comparison with the charge-compensated e n -  
t r e ~ ,  the other principal directions of A(49Ti) of [TiOJ exhibit a 180' difference in 
4, with 8 approximately unchanged (h7'). This difference in principal directions will 
be considered below. We note that matrices g and A are very close to being 
coaxial. 
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The inclusion of matrix P('%) in our data fitting is debatable. As seen from 
table 2, its matrix elements exhibit statistical errors indicating it to be meaningful 
but marginally so. The principal values are of the same magnitude as those found 
for piO,MX (Rimeberg and Weil 1972). Exclusion of P does not affect matrix A 
r9Ti) in any significant fashion (table 2). 

The isotropic component a' of A('%) has a value of 1.35(4) mT at 8 K, whereas 
in the chargeampensated centres mO,/Li];, [TiO,/Na]X and [TiO,M; the values 
are 1.279 mT, 1.722 mT and 0.928 mT respectively (Isoya et a1 1988, Bailey and Wi 
1992, Rinneberg and Wi 1972). The sign of a' was chosen by taking b' to be negative, 
the latter in amrdance with the negative sign of 9.. Thus we find that a' and b' 
have opposite signs. In piO,]-, bLxpt = -0.74(4) mT and .',,, = 0.007(12) mT 
Thus A is close to uniaxial. The theoretical uniaxial oomponent value 

bj, = wogg"P"(r-3),Q/4T7e (3) 

for a pure Ti 3d orbital was estimated to be -0.72 mT (Isoya et 01 1988). Here Q 

is the d-type spherical-harmonic factor ((1 - 3 cosz 0)/2), which has the value + for 
dz2. Comparison of KXpt with bLd shows that virtually all the unpaired electron spin 
population in pi04]-  is located in the Ti d orbitals. 

The following somewhat more quantitative analysis of matrix A(49Ti), yielding an 
exact fit of matrices g and A(49Ti) in terms of a d-orbital admixture, is made with 
the approximation that the centre exhibits C& symmetry, ie. a tetrahedron distorted 
along the twofold axis aI (figure 1). The method of analysis used herein was originally 
proposed (Banks et a1 1967, McGarvey 1%9) for the study of the 3d1 et species 
00;- in Ca,PO,CI. It is convenient to define a new Cartesian coordinate system 
z,, y,, z,, (as shown in figure 1). Considering an SiO, unit in crystalline quartz, we 
take za along al, xa in the plane containing the average of the bisectors of O(2)- 
Si-0(4) and O(l)Si-O(3) (e = 16.1°, 4 = goo), and yo = x, @ z ,  (about 1' from 
the plane containing the average of the bisectors of O(l)Si-O(4) and 0(2>si-O(3) 
(0 = 73.7O, 4 = 270")). Axes y, and xa would be twofold symmetry axes if the 
ditrerences in the OSi-0 bond angles and in the Si-0 bond lengths were absent. 

In cubic symmetry, the orbitals 132: - r:) and lzay,,) are degenerate and for 
tetrahedral symmetry are the lowest-energy d orbitals. For qv symmetry, (32: - r:) 
and IC: - y:) have the same A, symmetry label and thus may be mixed by the 
non-cubic parts of the clystalline potential, whereas does not mix with any 
other d orbital. It can be shown (Itinneberg and Weil 1972) that the ground-state 
wvefunction of the unpaired electron may be expressed as 

10) = ~ ~ 1 3 . ~ 2  - r:) + czIz: - yz). (4) 

We assume that all the unpaired-spin population is located in the d orbitals of ti- 
tanium, ie. that Ic1I2 + I C , ~ ~  = l. Wtting to g and A yields values (table 3) for 
c1 and C, as well as an approximate value of the hyperfine anisotropy parameter 
PSd = g&bjd/a and of the energies of three of the %-orbital excited states relative 
to IO). The data were initially fitted using constant estimated values of the spin-orbit 
coupling X = 154 cm-' and P,/hc = -23.61 x IO-, cm-, (Isoya er al 1988), 
and then using the same X with Pu as an additional variable parameter. The initial 
estimate of P' proved reasonable, as only a small change of about 5% was found 
in PM when it was included as a variable to produce an exact fit of matrices g and 
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A. Only the values obtained with the k e d  value of PSd are shown in table 3. The 
parameter 

K = - ( A , .  +A, .  + A , .  + I ( ~ e - g ~ . ) + ( ~ ~ - ~ ~ . ) 1 . ( g ~ - g ~ , ) l p ~ ) / 3  (5) 

represents the isotropic hyperfine interaction due to core polarization (Rinneberg and 
Weil 1972). The values of the fitted parameters for the centres [TiO,/Li]X (Isaya el 
al 1988) and (TiO,/Na]; (Bailey and Weil 1992) have been included in table 3 for 
comparison. 

lbbk 3. Mixing mefficienu of d orbitals and spearowopic parameters ior pior] -  and 
nm, chargecompensated titanium cent= Replace axes zo, ya, I- with d, y'. I' 6or 
the chargeeompensated centres. Here z'(= z) is dong a1 and U' m lhe internuclear 
ahorbbonded q g e n  dimion. Vector z' = y' @ L' (about 1' fmm the mternuclear 
long-bonded axygen direnion) as shown m 6gure 1 of lsoya U al (1988). lhis is the 
axis system utilized by lsoya U al (1988) and ly Bailey and mil (l992) 

'ItmperatW 6) 8 35 3s 
CI a999 0874 a903 
C? 0.031 -0.485 -a429 

AE,,,./hc (an-') 11550 13970 11 780 

A.,/hc, experimental an-') 19.64 5.847 11.401 
A.,/hc, calculated an-') 20.16 5.134 10.918 
A,/hc, apehental  (lo-' an-') 1951 24330 28.802 

Ai./hc. experimental (lo-* an-') -1.187 5854 8.084 

AE=.v.lhc (an-') U0 4.070 4.480 
AE,.,./hc (cm-') 11540 13640 12 470 

P3dIhc an-') -23.61 -23.61 -23.61 
K/he (IO-' an-') -11.32 -10.55 - 14.63 

A,./hc, calculated ( I O - 4  cm-') 20.00 25.909 30.224 

A,,/hc. mlculated an-') -2119 4.988 7.145 

Data f" lsoya a al (1988). 
Data fmm Bailey and Mil (1992). 

In (TiO,]- the admixture into 10) of the 12: - yz) d orbital is small, whereas 
in [TiO,Li]: and [TiO,/Na]: the admixture is appreciable (table 3). The difference 
between 9,. = 1.9932 (table 1; 8 K data) and ge is due to the distortion from uNax- 
ial symmetry of the unpairedelectron distribution, implying that the small observed 
difference (table 3) between As. and AV. is real and that the admixture of - yi) 
is significant, but very small. Note that the values of b' for centres ~ i O , / L i ] ~  and 
[TiO,/Na]; (+0.66 mT (Isoya er a1 1988) and +0.68 mT (Bailey and Weil 1992) re- 
spectively) are positive, Le. opposite to that of [TiOJ. This presumably is the result 
of the substantial admixture of 18; - yz). Using the above treatment of an admixture 
ford orbitals in [TiO,]- yielded results similar to those (Banks ef af 1967, McGarvey 
1969 for GO:-. The deviation from tetrahedral symmetry in both [TiO,]- and 

with 13.2: - rz) in tetrahedral symmetry) is found at a low energy above 10) in both 
species. The relaxation behaviour of [TiO,]- is very similar to that of Cr0;- (Van 
Reijen ef af 1963). 

Evidence for a lowenergy excited state was also presented in section 3.2, where 
the spin-lattice relaxation via an Orbach process indicated the existence of an excited 

00, 2- is small, as evidenced by the fact that the I x , ~ , )  orbital (which is degenerate 



state about 65 an-' above IO). It is obvious that we should identify this excited state 
as the law-wig /ray,) orbital. ?he analysis of the g and A matrices and the analysis 
of the temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation time consistently yield 
the existence of a low-lying excited 3d state. The precisin of the determination of 
its energy p i t i o n  is much higher h m  the temperature dependence of T, since its 
values depend very sensitively on the activation energy. The analysis of the principal 
values of the g matrix yields only value for the ratio X/AEz.y.. 'Ib derive AEz,y. 
in table 3, the free-ion value of X was utilized. This does not take into account 
any covalency etfects of either the ground state or excited states. These effeas are 
expected to reduce X appreciably. T@ically reductions of 30% or more can result 
(Stoneham 1985. Moreno 1991). In view of this and the uncertainty in determiding 
the energy of the excited states from such small deviations from g, of the three 
principal values of the g matrix and because the simple crystal-held model was used 
for the analysis, the agreement of the energy position of the excited ic,y,) state as 
derived from the g matrix with that derived from TI b satisfactory. Thus Ix,y,) is 
almost degenerate with 132: - T:), i.e. the deviation from tetrahedral symmetry in 
PiOJ is very small. We see from table 3 that the values of Pa and K are much 
the same for all three. titanium centres. It follows that there are no major differences 
in the spin distribution, except in orientation. In ViOJ there b an angular ofEFet 
(about 44O) about the twofold axis of the principal directions compared with those 
in the titanium chargeampensated centres. 

In the simple aystal-field model (Banks et a1 1967, McGarvey 1%9), used to 
analyse the matrix A(4gTi), the effect of the oxlgen lone pairs of electrons present in 
[TiO,]- was neglected. The Gv approximation, ignoring other neighbouring atoms, 
will presumably be most severe in the analysis of the compensated centres, which 
shows relatively larger deviations from tetrahedral symmetry than does piO,]-. How- 
ever, despite the much larger approximations inherent in modelling the compensated 
centres, the theoretical results there do appear to a m u n t  reasonably well for the 
experimental observations (table 3). 

5. Conclusions 

The present work indicated that [TO,]- has very close to tetrahedral symmetry and 
that its unpaired electron is predominantly located in a titanium 13z2 - T') 36 orbital. 
The calculated d-orbital energy levels and orbital mixing coefficients along with the 
spin-lattice relaxation behaviour disclose the presence of a very low-lying Iry) state 
and are qualitatively similar to those for another known 3d' tetrahedral species: 
CrO:-. However, the deviation from tetrahedral symmetry is considerably smaller in 
[TiO,]-, indicated since 13z2 - 6) and Icy) are almost degenerate. The addition of 
an interstitial charge-compensating cation to Fi0.J results in substantial changes in 
the orientation of the unpaired-electron distribution within the centre but maintains 
the total spin population in the Ti 3d orbitals. 
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